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AUSY is recruiting 1,300 new employees
on permanent contracts in France
To support its development in France and abroad, AUSY, a Consulting and Engineering firm in Advanced
Technologies, plans to hire 1,300 new employees on permanent contracts before the end of 2016. The
Group also organises recruitment evenings across France, allowing applicants to discover job opportunities
offered by AUSY and to meet the company’s teams.
The AUSY Group, a leading European player in consultancy and IT engineering, achieved a turnover of
€394.3m in 2015 and employed more than 4,500 employees. The Group achieved its three-year plan by
doubling international activity, specifically owing to the acquisition of the American company Celerity.
The Group pursues its ambitious development approach with the intention of recruiting more than 1,300
new employees on permanent contracts in 2016 (engineers, consultants and sales managers)
 580 in Ile-de-France;
 180 in the West and Centre of France;
 220 in the South-West;
 140 in the South-East and Lyon region;
 180 in the North and East;
40 % of these employment opportunities will be intended for engineering graduates. AUSY will give them
the opportunity to become part of project teams that work on fixed-price contracts with high quality
requirements (EN 9100 - CMMI 3) for major clients.
To meet recruitment needs and attract new talents, AUSY has
launched “AUSY Career Booster Nights”, recruitment evenings
that give applicants the opportunity to discover AUSY through
conferences and interviews.
The Group will meet potential recruits:
 10th March in Toulouse;
 16th March in Lyon;
 23rd March in Rennes;
 24th March in Nice;
 30th March in Nantes;
 31st March in Aix-en-Provence;
 5th April in Lille;
 12th April in Orléans.
Those who wish to take part in these evenings are asked to:
- join the AUSY page on the following social media platforms:
o Linkedin (https://www.linkedin.com/company/ausy),
o Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/Groupe.AUSY),
- consult the AUSY website (http://www.ausy.fr).

POSITIONS OFFERED
AUSY is looking for applicants with a solid educational background and strong skills, capable of working in a
variety of sectors – Aeronautics, Space, Defence, Security, Telecommunications, Banking-Insurance,
Energy, Transportation, Medical… with clients such as Thales, Airbus, FT Orange, BNP Paribas and according
to the 5 business lines that define the Group:
 Industrial computing (real time embedded systems), Electronics & Systems engineering,
 Information and digital technologies (particularly Banking/Finance),
 Telecommunications and infrastructures technologies,
 Mechanical engineering & industrial processes,
 Energy & environment engineering.
AUSY is at the heart of innovation by launching new offers focused around digital multi-touch and mobile
technology… thereby allowing its employees to benefit from numerous opportunities in terms of training
and collaboration on R&D projects.
This year, a variety of positions are available in several different sectors and activities:











Information Systems:
o Design and development engineers in new technology (.net/C#, java J2EE)
o Big Data Consultants
o Drupal Project Managers
o Business Analysts
o Actuaries
o Highly qualified functional engineers (Finance or Insurance specialisation)



Computer Systems and Networks:
o Unix and Linux System Engineers
o Service Delivery Managers
o Infrastructure Project managers (email, work station)



In the Energy sector:
o Nuclear safety engineers
o Neutronics and reactor operations engineers
o Process engineers
o Thermohydraulics engineers
o Naval architecture engineers
o Subsea engineering specialists
o Offshore structural engineers



In the Telecommunications sector :
o Roll-out project managers
o Radio engineers 3G, 4G, 5G



In the Mechanics sector:
o Structural engineers
o Mechanical design engineers
o Methods and industrialisation engineers



In the Industry sector:
o Electrical engineers (FPGA, PIC, analog, radio frequency)
o Test and validation engineers (Test Benches, VxWorks)
o Electronic and software test and validation engineers
o Critical systems and embedded systems engineers (C, C++, real time, Linux)
o Software qualification engineers (aeronautics, rail transport)

Applicants may also consult all
http://www.ausy.com/en/careers/jobs.

job

opportunities
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About the AUSY Group
AUSY is an international Consulting and Engineering firm in Advanced Technologies with a business model based on innovation and
complementary services between its 2 core activities: Information Systems and complex Industrial Systems. In 2015, AUSY reached a
turnover of €394.3million and had employed more than 4,500 personnel at over 20 locations in France and 9 other countries:
Belgium, Luxembourg, the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, the United States, Romania, Tunisia and India.
AUSY is a key partner for large-scale project steering and a primary support for large international companies. The Group offers a
comprehensive service package which combines consultancy and expertise, from the production of applications and systems up to
the outsourcing of activity on-and off-site.
Nominated for the ʻPrix de lʼAudace Créatriceʼ for the last two years, AUSY brings support to many innovative or humanitarian
projects. AUSY operates in various activity sectors:
- Health
- Telecommunications and media
- Aerospace
- Space industry
- Energy
- Defence
- Banking, insurance, finance
- Governmental and European institutions
For further information: www.ausy.com

